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Referee comment on "A new method of resolving annual precipitation for the past millennia from Tibetan ice cores" by Wangbin Zhang et al., The Cryosphere Discuss., https://doi.org/10.5194/tc-2021-115-RC2, 2021

The paper’s main objective is to reconstruct precipitation records from ice cores. The steps to accomplish the objective (Linea 80-88) are (1) determining thickness of annual layers in ice cores, (2) modeling layer thinning caused by ice flow, and (3) combining the results of (1) and (2) to reconstruct past precipitation. The authors call this process a “new method” to develop annual precipitation records from ice cores.

I am not sure what is new in the items presented in the paper. For Step 1, the way to identify annual layers in this work is the use of measurement of chemical impurities in ice cores that show annual oscillations in amount or concentration. But this is not new. Numerous papers have documented the identification of annual layers in ice cores using various chemical species measured at reasonable or acceptable temporal resolution and the use of the identified annual layers to derive layer thickness and the number of annual layers in a core (dating). Perhaps the authors mean that the chemical analysis technique (LA-ICP-MS) is new to ice cores. But a measurement technique (elemental measurement) for Ca different from the other techniques (e.g., ion chromatography) does not necessarily make the method to identify annual layers new. For example, when hydrogen peroxide was first measured in ice cores and its concentration was found to oscillate annually, H2O2 measurement for annual layer counting was not considered a new method of dating or annual layer determination (Sigg and Neftel, 1980 and Sigg et al., 1994). Maybe the authors believe the millimeter LA-ICP-MS analysis resolution is new; but measurements such as electric conductivity (ECM) and dielectric profiling (DEP), which have been used for quite a while, can also be of high-resolution (mm or sub-mm).

The paper title suggests that the authors think this is the first time (“new”) that annual layer identification using high-resolution chemical measurement is applied to mountain glacier ice cores. But that point is not apparent or explicit in the paper body.

For Step 2, the modeling of ice flow including the method to quantify layer thinning rate is obviously not new. So, reconstruction of original layer thickness using measured layer thickness and modeled thinning curve should not be considered new, if the layer identification method is not new. In fact, reconstruction of accumulation records from measured annual layer thickness and modeled and experimentally determined layer thinning has been used frequently for polar ice cores, with records as long as tens of
thousands of years. Yet, the authors seem to suggest (Lines 59-60: “challenging to develop annually resolved accumulation records covering longer (e.g. millennial) time periods”) that this is a rare accomplishment. Again, this would sound reasonable when referring to mountain glacier ice cores (but not so for polar ice cores).

The authors state (Lines 187-198) that identification of annual layers using concentration cycles of the selected elements was “verified” with counting by the StratiCounter program. But the StratiCounter algorithm is not designed to count layers accurately. It is meant to facilitate the counting process and make counting less subjective. Therefore, counting with StratiCount ought not to be used to verify manual counting. In fact, the algorithm is supposed to be used only when the annual signals are clear and consistent (i.e., highly unambiguous; Sigl et al., 2015). In this case, with many annual signals highly ambiguous (multiple peaks in one annual layer; see Figure 1), result of Straticounting cannot be viewed as verification of the result of manual counting.

The precision (i.e., uncertainty) of annual layer counting (ALC) is critically important to the success of layer thickness determination and ice core dating. Often times, researchers compare the number of annual layers counted to a certain depth where a time stratigraphic marker, such as a known volcanic eruption or the radioactivity signal of nuclear debris) is present to the number of expected years established with the time marker; however, this comparison only indicates the accuracy of counting, not precision. In practice, the counting is often revised by reclassifying ambiguous layers, if its result differs significantly from the expected number of years, to reconcile with the age of the layer where the time marker is, in order to improve accuracy. To address precision directly, researchers have tried several approaches to get a quantitative sense of ALC precision/uncertainty. For example, Alley et al. (1997) estimated ALC uncertainty based on the difference of the number of layers counted by different individuals and/or at different times by the same individual. Rasmussen et al. (2006) and Ferris et al. (2012) derived ALC uncertainty by summing up the number of ambiguous (possible and possibly not) annual layers.

This paper by Zhang et al. does not discuss the uncertainty in the identification of the annual layers using elemental data (concentrations ought to be proportional to counts per second in mass spectrometry). Usually, an annual cycle is defined as one maximum and one minimum of the measured concentration of the chemical species (in some instances a measured physical property may be used), at least this is the case for polar ice cores. For cores analyzed with high temporal resolution, cases of ambiguous annual layers are rare, leading to small uncertainties. Because the deposition processes of chemical impurities on non-polar mountain glaciers are probably different (Lines 188-189) from those common in the polar regions, the authors use a definition of annual signal different from that often used on polar ice cores. In this work, the authors define (Lines 187-188) annual layers as groups of peaks (of element concentration) “separated by a prolonged section of low element concentrations”. One reason for this is that multiple peaks of a given element are found in each annual layer (Lines 188-190). This definition of an annual layer may work in some cases or cores, but raises questions on what an annual layer is, such as how many peaks constitute “a group of peaks” and how long a section is considered “prolonged”. The data presented in Figure S7 look very obvious that two years of accumulation are in about 4 cm of the core. But I don’t see many years in Figure 1 which are so obvious. Additionally, how does one decide where the annual layer starts where it ends, when multiple chemical species do not agree with each other? An example of ambiguous or inconsistent layers in different species can be seen in the depth interval of 108.09-108.15 m in Section II (Figure 1). With this type of data and the definition of annual layers, the determination of annual layers and thickness is quite subjective, at least more so than in polar ice cores where the definition is clear and annual signals are often unambiguous.
The authors acknowledge the limitation, resulting from this annual layer definition, on the precision of layer determination in Line 192: “identification of annual layers requires expert judgment”. To me, this means that researchers with varying degree of experience or “expertise” or different perspectives will count differently. The results will be different, not only in the total number of annual layers counted (accuracy), but also in the thickness of individual layers. This is critically important to the objective of this work – accumulation history – as uncertainty in layer thickness leads directly to uncertainty in accumulation of individual years as well as long-term accumulation trends.

I would like to see some discussion, hopefully supported with data, on the uncertainty of the annual layer thickness determination in the core(s) studied in this work and using the counting method. Also, it would be helpful to explain what the expertise is to make “expert judgment”, so as to provide a measure of the objectivity of layer counting.

I am curious why the authors decided to present data and offer discussion on only three very short sections of Core 2 of approximately 135 meters. It appears that the chemical analysis and layer counting were done for most, if not all, of the core: the number of years counted extends to the deepest of the core (Figure 1).
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